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LIFE partners with Sony Music Entertainment and its vast archive of photography to launch a new

series of special books: LIFE Unseen, surprising looks at some of our most legendary stars. We kick

off the series with Johnny Cash, who passed away 10 years ago, but it seems like he has never left

us.There have been iconic American performers whose lives seemed even larger than their stage

personas. Then there was Johnny Cash, unique and-yes-transcendent. He is seen as a country

singer, but he is also in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Gospel Hall of Fame. Coming out of

Arkansas, rebellious and an early adherent of rockabilly (he was part of Sun Studios' Million Dollar

Quartet, along with Elvis, Carl Perkins and Jerry Lee Lewis), he found his audience. Cash was also

a TV star and he formed supergroups with other top recording artists. Movies were made about the

Man in Black, and he would have been calcified as a "legend" had he not been so genuine.LIFE

was at its apex when Cash "arrived," and this special volume includes that great photography,

interviews with Cash and his family-as well as his soul mate, June Carter Cash, in a special

section-and, of course, the never-before-seen imagery.Johnny Cash lives on through his eternal

music and personal story-and through this tribute that presents, perhaps even reveals, the Man in

Black, Johnny Cash, as you've never seen him.
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Almost 200 pages of stunning color and crisp black and white photographs are the centerpiece of



this Johnny Cash memorial. Almost as an aside, it also has reminiscences from those who were

close to Johnny, such as his family. The release date was picked since Johnny passed away ten

years ago.This is a double release, there was also released a new collection of Johnny's music. I

didn't get that, but I was told it was amazing. Solo acoustic recordings, concerts at the White House,

etc. "Hello, I'm Johnny Cash."[But the book itself is a must-get for any serious Johnny Cash fan.

Many of the photographs have rarely been seen, and the selection is amazing.

I didn't know what to expect when I bought this book for my Husband, but wow! The pictures are

amazing and the book does not disappoint. I don't know how the kindle version would be, but I can't

believe it would be as nice as the hardcover edition. My Husband loved it and I am very pleased

with my purchase.  has it at a great price, but even the full price listed in the book would be worth it

in my opinion. This is the perfect gift for any Johnny Cash fan.

Beautifully edited book with wonderful pictures never seen before. Purchased it for my husband who

has direct relationship to that Cash family. Will give it to him at Christmas. Can't wait to see his face!

My grandpa loves this book. I'm proud to say he always tells me I get him the best gifts for birthdays

or xmas :) I know him so well. He grew up loving the music and life of Johnny Cash. Anytime I can

find books or memorabilia I get it and surprise him. Just to see the look on his face and how locked

on the book he was makes me so happy. If your a Johnny Cash fan get this book, it's really great!

I got this gift for my dad's Christmas present. He is a huge Johnny Cash fan. This was the perfect

gift for him! It is made so well and of high quality. I was impressed! What else would you expect

from Time Life? It arrived before the delivery date. I was very pleased!

I have only skimmed through the book but I already am enjoying seeing the pictures. Some of them

I have seen previously but many are new to me. I always liked Johnny Cash's music so it is very

interesting to see these pictures that span his entire life. Many are not posed pictures so that makes

it even better.

Purchased for my guitar playing, Johnny Cash loving 15 yr. old son. He loves it. The photographs

are stunning and act as a little window into the life of Cash. I have not read it yet, nor have I viewed

all of the photographs, but my son is mesmerized.



Classic Time-Life style book of a legend. It's like sitting down with a Cash family photo album when

you look through it. I had the great honor of meeting John once and I just wanted to have this

printed memory. It stays my Eazy Boy chair...
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